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From A to Z

1. Fill in the gaps with the appropriate profession
a. ……………………….. someone who delivers milk
b. ………………………...a specialist in microbiology
c. …………………………a businessperson engaged in retail trade
d. …………………………someone who performs magic tricks to amuse an audience
e. …………………………someone whose occupation is repairing and maintaining automobiles
f. ..………………………a woman who works as a servant in a hotel, or in someone’s home

2. Define the following adjectives in English
materialistic
..................................................................................................................................................................................
modest
..................................................................................................................................................................................
malicious
..................................................................................................................................................................................
maverick
..................................................................................................................................................................................
meticulous
..................................................................................................................................................................................
morose
..................................................................................................................................................................................

3. Fill in the gaps with the adjectives from the previous exercise
a) How can you be so ………………………………! Nothing else matters to you but money.
b) It is so …………………………….. of him to say such horrible things behind your back.
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c) This marriage will not last long. She is …………………………… whereas he is conformist, always acting
by the book.
d) The research was extremely ……………………………… Hence, the data and the results are more than
reliable.
e) Ignore her moods, she has always been so ………………………… and dissatisfied with everything and
everyone around her.
f) Although my income is very ………………………………, I’m able to make ends meet.
Answer key: a) materialistic; b) malicious; c) maverick;
d) meticulous;e) morose; f) modest
4. Use the adjectives from exercise 2 to describe the people presented in the pictures

5. Watch the trailers to the following movies and answer the questions
Trailer 1: Memento
What does the main character know about himself? What do we learn about his short-term memory? What is
his last memory?
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Trailer 2: Mamma Mia!
Why is the mother of the bride called by her own friend ‘a shady lady’?

Trailer 3: The Matrix
What is the matrix?

Trailer 4: The Maltese Falcon
What is the character played by Humphrey Bogart like?

Trailer 5: Misery
Who is Misery? Why is Paul bedridden?
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